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Feminist writing is an opportunity for us to give ourselves permission to say the 
words that need to be said, but that are so often kept tamped down within our bodies. 
Feminist writers say the words that embody common experience, but that also, 
understandably so, are commonly repressed by self-loathing, shame, and fear, and even 
through the speech act, there is not necessarily complete relief from those pervasive 
feelings that have been thrust upon us by the various indignities of human life. So 
sometimes with uncertainty and much needed self-protection we offer up our words 
anonymously. At other times we push ourselves directly into the spotlight, demanding 
attention with the bared teeth and flesh of our stories as our hearts hammer and faces 
flush. Sometimes, as I recently experienced, we're not even sure what the words to be 
spoken are until they're being spewed amidst a cacophany of vomit because they have 
been held inside for so long. But undoubtedly however these words come through, 
another step in healing and self-love is taken. And being courageous enough to share 
these words with each other provides each of us with an audience eager to deliver 
affirmation and empathy. It is my hope that S/tick's readers and contributors will 
find such community as they explore each other's work on the S/tick blog and in this 
issue. I would like to invite everyone to interact on Twitter, hashtag #stickmag, with 
discussion of ideas and inspirations that these feminist works provoke. SK
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How to be the Heroine in Your Awesome Boyfriend's Stupendous Novel / 
Kathryn Lipari

You are done with work and are riding the subway back to the apartment 

you share with your boyfriend.

See, I’ve already revealed much of what it takes to get a part in your 

awesome boyfriend’s novel: a job, a city, an apartment.

Let’s get more specific; your boyfriend’s a thoughtful guy, he wouldn’t 

write you into just any job, city, or apartment.

First, the job. It can’t make you smarter than him, so definitely not 

technology or engineering–anything that requires an advanced degree. Creative 

is good, so advertising maybe–something that allows you to dress up and be 

ogled by your superiors, so he can write about this, showing that you are hot 

as well as naïve. Let’s say you are one bump up from the intern in an 

advertising firm. Sounds fun, doesn’t it?

Next, your city. Duh–New York. Why? I’m assuming so he can demonstrate 

his camaraderie with such a varied swath of humanity in sentences like this: 

Despondent and uninspired, he terminated the apartment for the teeming 

streets, where he encountered Lenny–the Italian mob-boss turned street 

denizen–with whom he shared a few fiery, and germ ridden–he supposed–swigs of 

grappa.

Right. The apartment–his before you moved in. You found it small and 

dirty. It's still small, but not so dirty. He writes about the feminine smell 

of cleaning products you brought. You wish he would clean the toilet every so 

often, and you find yourself in the untenable position between nagging and 

doing it yourself. Of course his readers will never know this, just that 
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occasionally you playfully throw a dirty sock in his face.

Back to our story. You stood in the crowded subway where a stranger may 

have squeezed your butt, an incident your boyfriend will write about, and now 

you are finally climbing up all those stairs to be reunited…

WAIT.

Not just any girl can enter the inner sanctum! You require one trait 

above all others. I know, the suspense is difficult. You really want this 

part; it would make you almost famous, not as famous as your boyfriend will 

be, but still. So, what do you have to possess?

Scroll down.
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Beauty!

And you can’t just be pretty, so don’t get your hopes up. You must be 

exceptionally beautiful. The kind of beauty that stands out even in New York. 

But hold on, you don’t have to be perfect, you do have one flaw, and it 

probably has to do with your breasts. They are too big or too small; they give 

you an air of vulnerability, and an opportunity to write about them each time 

he describes you: Beneath her tight, boyish sweater, her small breasts 

reminded me of underfed, twin orphans I wanted to take home and care for.

Still with me? Ready to climb all those creaky stairs on your shapely 

legs? It may be your only chance at fame, let’s go.

Your shapely legs carry you up to the front door. You hear the sound of 

fingers tapping at the keyboard, and for a moment you are annoyed that he has 

not started dinner, but you shove the thought away and mentally scan the 

fridge. 

You walk into the little studio, and there he is! The back of your 

awesome boyfriend, hunched over his computer. Is the hair on the back of his 

head starting to thin? That’s not for you to notice. He will go into agonizing 

detail about it on page 93.

If only he would turn around we could behold him, but he does not, rather 

he types even faster. So, you walk over and kiss the back of the head that may 

or may not be shedding hair.

“Hey. Productive day?”

Your boyfriend gives an immense sigh. You take this to mean he is caught 

in the thrall of genius, and as you are starving, you walk towards the tiny 

kitchen. 

“Don't you want to hear what I wrote today?” he says. “It’s epic.”

You turn back. “Of course.”
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Another sigh and he looks back at you. 

Here he is–your awesome boyfriend! As beautiful as you are, I can 

understand if you are momentarily chagrined. Don’t be shallow! His true 

awesomeness is inside. Outside? Well, as he spends pages describing himself, 

I’ll be brief: Picture the kid at the edge of the playground in the 

ill-fitting sweater. Now stretch him to almost six feet, keep the little 

belly, swell the nose and thin the hair. You would still recognize the boy 

from the playground, would still feel sorry for him–for which he is grateful 

as well as resentful–would remember the sense that he recently arrived from 

another place. The truth is, he was born here, but his parents, or possibly 

grandparents, were not, and the Old World still clings to him, or he to it. 

Wherever it was that his parents, or grandparents, came from has some 

requirements. It must allow him to throw around murky, foreign words, have a 

tragic history that provides a well of melancholy to draw from, and leave him 

a mother who smothers him with food and a father who broods with unrealized 

ambition. The options are few. Russia, Eastern Europe, a Jewish family from 

either place or possibly Germany. I suppose he might be Irish too, but that’s 

stretching it, he never fights and can’t hold his liquor.

I know what you’re wondering: why would you, a beautiful, smart-enough, 

girl be so in love with an unattractive, morbidly introspective man from a 

wacky family?

Because he’s a genius, naturally. He’s convinced of this, sporadically. 

He does require hours of reassurance, but deep down he knows it, and expects 

you to also.

But is authentic, brooding genius enough to overcome spotty hygiene, 

bouts of depression and heart burn, and the hours spent writing about the 



depression and heart burn, not to mention the sex? Again, the sex is something 
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he will write about in cleverly cloaked, yet painfully easy to envision 

detail. It would be interesting to learn your perspective on his servile, 

doggish tactics. Did you really reach the ecstasy he ascribes on page 39 and 

53 and 79, despite his difficulty to fully raise his mast-head due to the 

stormy shoals he had to sail? It almost stretches the reader’s credulity that 

he could be that talented with his tongue, although such passages must provide 

relief to thousands of bookish young men.

But, to return to my question: is this phenomenal genius enough for a 

little fireplug like you? Isn’t it common knowledge that beautiful women are 

fickle and may not have the endurance to support such brilliance?

This question has to wait. He wants to read, and we are here to listen.

Before he begins, he asks, “What do you think is the single biggest 

threat to humanity?”

You glance out the window to the fall day, slightly sinister in its 

warmth. “Climate change?” 

“Ah my little dumpling head! Technology, surveillance, the loss of the 

soul to social media…listen.” He adopts his reading voice. “Alexander closed 

his eyes and the digital veil fell. With a pulse of retinal muscles he pulled 

up the entire electronic history of the astonishingly beautiful, very young 

woman with the bewilderingly mature breasts standing beside him…”

You find your mind flitting four floors down, onto the street and into 

the small Italian restaurant on the corner. You imagine the flicker of 

candlelight, the first sip of red wine. You went there once with your 

boyfriend, but he thought the red sauce was too garlicky, the bread too 

bready, and the prices too high. 

Now, in your mind, it is not your boyfriend beside you, but a book. 



You will never know how long he read out loud to the empty apartment 
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before he noticed that you weren’t there.

Imagine your surprise then, when a year later you are in a bookstore and 

in spite of yourself are drawn to the glossy stack of his newly published 

novel–its cover jaunty and juvenile all at once–and you flip to the end to 

find yourself in the same Italian restaurant. Except you are not alone. A man 

has been waiting for you in the candlelight, and you have dashed down to him. 

He is someone your boyfriend used to know, someone who taunted him while he 

was growing up, someone who has stolen you away with his bland American 

handsomeness and virility, someone who will prove, yet again, that the nice 

guys, the smart ones, always finish last. At least this gives them something 

to write about. Again and again.

■
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Riot Grrl Memory / Angel Propps

My fingers create notes 
Spin them into a spare, angular melody 
That rages across the uplifted faces,
Walls stained yellow-grey by years of cigarette smoke.
The boys are watching with hawk-like eyes. 
Grinning, nudging each other with hard elbows.
Their safety pin-pierced mouths
Twisted in upside down lines. 
Sickly shaped smiles growing as they wait
For my fingers to fumble, 

To fail me, to prove my inability, 
For me to stumble
As I try to be one of them. 
As if that is all I want, could hope to be:
One of them.
I anger artfully in combat boots and flannel shirt
Over lace-encased breasts glowing
With a nearly nuclear whiteness.
My eyes are on the walls colored the same hue
As a spreading sprawling bruise,

I’m thinking about putting my mouth 
On the soft sweet pink mound
Of my lover. That slick wetness of hers tightens
Around my calloused fingertips.
I pump out the three chord rhythm.
They are moshing below me. Bodies twist and slam,
Combatants trying to decide whether to fuck or fight. 
Lights glitter far too bright, 
Stainless steel shot mercilessly through skin
Art created through pain and blood
 
Here we are all outlaws
Yet when I get off stage and move 
Through the crowd toward
The rough, splinter-facing-out boards
That serve as a bar, serve as a barre
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To those posturing before it
My music is not enough to help me converse
With those who are not me, who do not sing 
The songs I sing or play the notes that I know
Notes written in flesh and played down to the bones

Invert 10 / Chrystal Berche
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Ladylike / Cindy Carlson

Ruby throated hum 

a muscle bend  

the fine bone lantern 

flames you want to hold 

in the palm curve of your hand: respire, 

release, repeat—hard whisper  

the way through it, sweetheart.  

Under this much pressure: I should turn diamond, a deserved bitch—

and the heat the heat the heat.

GirlsGirlsGirls / Laura Walton Allen

On certain days, I still feel my old tongue
itching. I don't know why; it never itched
when I still had it, and shouldn't it be an arm 
or leg that twitches like a receding fever?
Well, they're gone too, and I feel them absent
as empty turnstiles; it's just the tongue
that I miss most, most of the time. I swear
I hear it clicking, turning over and over
in every traffic signal. I could lie with it
if I wanted to, to the extent that one can lie
in binary; I could tell them Stop
when really they should Go, or Walk
when clearly they shouldn't. What's it to me?
I can neither walk nor go, nor speak to them at all
outside the parameters of what I'm coded to say. 
The streets are mine, though, and the streetlights.
The night listens to every word, to every stroke
of my electric thrust: my neon tits blink off and 
on and off and on. I am strangely free and at least 
they pay me now. Oh yes, they pay me.
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—finally / C.J. Harrington

when she wore—his head-bob

—peep-toe heels—greeting

didn’t—lace dress—disrupt

his strumming—are you trying

—it can’t—to—happen that 

way, physically impossible to—

get pregnant from a blow job

—it would be—he makes her

wash her hands—very—and the

—terrible—time before he

OCD-checked—don’t tell—the

condom, Index finger flicking:

—anyone we do this—not like—

repeat— this—don’t say—repeat

—i hang out—trimmed his long

swinging—with—repeat—curls

—the man who plays— crushed

it into wrapper, pocket, cautious

—daily outside shops, cafes—she

(naive) sees what he—slinks, says

got-a-call-have-to-go—thinks—to

someone else’s basement—finally
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To Perform an Induction / Julie Jordan Avritt

This is an experiment in memory. Memory as it lures and lies and coaxes toward 

the restructuring of a comfortable approximation of what you’re certain you had known. 

Or wish you had known? All your fact checkers are dead or dishonest.

▼

There is a photograph to perform an induction. I am small, curled like a mouse 

would curl. My nest is a lawn chair, brown and orange and white in the style of the 

time. My narrow limbs are the color of chestnuts and my hair is wet but white from the 

sun. She takes pictures of me sleeping, and this is how I will know she loved me.

The windows of the small porch I sleep on look out onto fields of soybean and 

cotton. Twice a day a small plane flies over and sprays down on these fields and onto 

the children who run through them. A chemical concoction we do not understand enters 

our noses and skin, flows through our blood, crosses the threshold of the membrane of 

our cells and activates some dire mechanisms inside the living chemistries of our 

bodies. Even now, in this time, we mistake it.

We look up at the plane and yell into its raining with fists and sticks and 

rocks. We chase and are chased by the sprinkling down of coolness in the otherwise 

denseness of heat that sours the air and vapor locks our mothers in their living rooms 

before baskets of unfolded laundry. Their televisions play Days of Our Lives and into 

their Pepsi glasses bourbons are poured. 

The children who crisscross, who zigzag and plow over the buds and stalks with 

sticks and rocks in their hands as well as their mouths are the children of people who 

have seen the dark. The flowering white of the cotton belies them. They are the very 

doomed. And their children inherit their customs as well as their providence. 

What we witness penetrates us.

There is a child named Erin. She is not more than eight-years-old when I am not 
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more than eight-years-old. She wears her mother’s ruffly red tube top and a dingy 

white miniskirt pinned to fit her child frame. She is sexual and joyful in a way that 

feels thrust into a fire. It is a kind of childhood madness and even so young, I know 

this. She both frightens and compels me and her confidence makes me want to be like 

her, near. Erin wears high heels.

▼

A shock is a useful initiation. As a point of departure from the present into the 

past, a jolt of unhappy or simply surprising memory works like a charm, a prayer, a 

mandala. Better, a pharmaceutical drug. Several.

I am on a pallet on the floor. The room is dark and hot and close. I feel her 

warmth and breath and we giggle about nothing because we are children and pleasure 

arises in us without provocation or circumstance. Then Erin’s father is there. He is 

large and looming and loud. He is thunder and his crack is the steel of violence. I 

see his strike half a second before I feel it and I am frozen. I think he will not 

stop but then he turns to his own child and I watch his arm and back as his wrath 

moves him forward and down and forward and down onto the body of his girl who is drawn 

into a tight knot on the floor below him. The moment stretches so long that I think I 

will fade into it.

This is when I learn that my body can hold fire too, an anger on the behalf of 

another, an anger which will grow and grow and is for a long time unyielding, 

resolute. This is the true density of inescapable heat and there is no coolness of 

chemical rain to offer respite.

▼

In the temperature sheen that glances off the fields in early August after the 

cotton has been harvested, we find a magazine. Lonely bowls hang to brown stalks as we 

crouch in the lines, unable to hide our hiding. There are women in the magazine and 
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they don’t sit ladylike and they don’t wear clothes. They wear high heels.

I spend the fading weeks of summer avoiding the grimy glare of the pool, the 

clogged filter, the elaborate dance of water bugs, and the pluming cloud from the 

laundry room exhaust. Women and babies and cigarettes. I don't race to the door for 

the knock. I hunt bumblebee queens alone and sweat under the cloudless sky until it 

breaks in uninterrupted rivers of warmth. Flashes and cracks.

When the crop dusters fly over the rows I watch but don't run under. I'm not 

there with the children when the mosquito truck comes.

After the rain, when the air is cooler, a ballgame starts in the parking lot. 

Dirty, expectant faces look to me but a girl about my size yanks up her miniskirt and 

says, "She ain't allowed to play today."

Far away, I will think of that small Erin and wonder if she, too, had been 

broken. Did what must have happened to her blacken the brightness that emanated from 

her, the part of her that danced and spoke loudly regardless of whether her witnesses 

dismissed her. Or is this the concoction, the conjuring of so much fragment and 

potion, the good intention of memory turned self-indulgence, projection. Erin is 

figment. Eight-year-old me is now figment. The only truth of the story I can claim 

with authority is a Polaroid photograph and the still and sleeping toxins nested and 

stored in bone and marrow, liver and adipose. The tissue of memory dissolves and 

disperses. What remains is only story, dogma, and belief.

■
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Neither of Them Made it Home / Kate Falvey

This little girl won’t talk 
to that little girl.
That little girl grows dim and cagey.
This little girl prefers small bows and distances.
That little girl can’t see eye to eye.
This little girl is measured and reluctant.
That little girl is bound to wait.
This little girl spies eyes in the oatmeal.
That little girl draws eyes on the wall.

The party won’t make the world go away,
though there are hats and streamers and 
a frigid cake bolted together with shards 
of purple cream. There are too many mouths
agape, too much innuendo and rough punishment,
too many slick ribbons fraying nerves 
with innocent chokeholds, too many 
sticks bashing the candy guts from
a shying unicorn in frantic shuddering flight.

Why are there goggle eyes in the ice cream?
Why are there marbles in the pink lemonade?
Someone let the boys loose and the mothers
are afraid.

That little girl won’t take her medicine.
This little girl wanders in shade.
That little girl trips on the curbstone.
This little girl kneels in the thicket.
That little girl captures a moonbeam.
This little girl dismembers a moth.

The dance won’t reel in the world
and make its fishy wrigglings more sedate.
There are too many stockings trashed
by the wayside, heaps of holes and ladders
viscous with shimmying heat. The mike
startles with feedback and suggestions, 
snouts of snuck bottles gape slickly 
from hip pockets and 
lurid frills flap sheer sweetness
on coyly swaying knees.
In the yellow hallway, ground glass troubles 
frantic foot and backbone. A blouse, 
sprigged with satin posies, is ruched, 
muddled and permanently ill at ease.

Why are there posters torn from the corkboards?
Why are there capsules melted in punch?
Someone let the boys loose and the teachers
are all drunk.



Dawn / Michelle Watters 
He told you to lick it like ice cream
“But it didn’t taste like ice cream” you told me

we were standing on your front porch at dusk
I was getting ready to go home for dinner

I couldn’t stop staring at your hair
It was short now
just above your shoulders

He had cut it off
A ponytail with the elastic still attached

He kept it perched
a top the fridge
like a trophy

we had been eating bologna from the package
standing in front of the open refrigerator door

He, was your mother’s boyfriend
you, told me the secrets he told you not to tell 

the afternoons spent in bed with him

I watched the freckles on your nose scrunch up
when you spoke about the things he made you do

you begged me not to tell
but I did and I’m sorry

sorry that I never got to see you again
my best friend

you moved to Ohio to live with your Dad
your mom sold the house

I’d sit on your porch steps missing you 

I wondered if your Dad was nice
if you were happy in Ohio

if you wore your hair long
if you forgave me

New 71 / Chrystal Berche
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Kissing a Tree Surgeon / Eleanor Levine

I once kissed a tree surgeon from Lake Placid, but this was after the Olympics, 

so it was not considered such a big deal, though my friend Julie, who was ostensibly 

straight, kept coming into the bedroom while we were making out. She’d look in and 

close the door and stare over the covers, where we snuggled and kissed. Apparently, I 

was permitted to have sex if I wanted to but it wasn’t clear if permissible meant 

acceptable to Julie.

I have always loved Julie, even today, though she is married and no longer speaks 

to me because I made anti-Julie's-boyfriend presents and gave them to her, in front of 

him. One year I gave her a crystal vase that said, “I love Prince Vallium,” and as her 

husband’s last name was Vallium, this was considered a faux pas. Most of the people at 

her birthday parties were surprised that Julie would invite me back each year, and I’d 

have yet another crystal vase with an unsavory message for him.

He was not without his unsavory messages for me. One year, after they were 

married, I called to speak with Julie, and since he knew my voice, he didn’t bother to 

say hello and shouted, “Are you the only one on earth not watching the Super Bowl?” He 

hung up.

Since that day of the Super Bowl hang up, she and I have not spoken.

The real cessation had occurred, however, when Julie didn’t invite me to her 

wedding.

I had been to her house, her favorite restaurant, had called her mother and 

stepfather to discuss my personal issues. I bonded with her brother who was an 

alcoholic. He condescendingly called me a “teetotaller.” 
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Julie and I even shared our deepest secrets while an Ethiopian cab driver, who 

had gotten his PhD in Economics, hit on the brakes with each new revelation—his 

English was very good.

“Is there a reason you’re not inviting me to your wedding?” I asked her.

“Yes, I’m not sure how you’d behave.”

“I’m really hurt, I mean, I thought we were close, had a meaningful 

relationship.”

“Sadism,” she replied, “particularly from your end, is not what I’d deem 

meaningful.” Click. This is when they had landlines, and the click from a landline 

phone has always been more distressing than the simple button you press on your cell. 

▼

We hadn’t spoken since they moved to Maine, where her “fiance” was a 

communications professor specializing in Fox News. His thesis was that Gerald Ford’s 

contribution to America was negligible compared with Richard M. Nixon's, though Nixon 

was still, as he is today, maligned in academic circles. 

That she didn’t invite me, I was so mortified, so astonished; I was the fairy in 

Sleeping Beauty who is not invited to the wedding. Unlike the overlooked fairy, 

however, I wouldn’t, based on my ethics derived from Martin Heidegger, ever cause a 

person to nap so long, unless it was in my bed and we hadn’t gotten the flu shot. 

▼
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But alas, it might have been the tree surgeon incident, more than the crystal 

vase writings or my other behavioral improprieties, including applying for a job at 

her office while she was still working there, that infuriated her.

Julie was drunk, and speechless, when she saw me making out with her 

ex-boyfriend’s best friend—the tree surgeon in Rye, New York, that evening.

She had broken her ex-boyfriend’s heart because he was not Bohemian enough and 

did not grasp the ethereal meaning of her sonnets, though he had the right chromosomal 

lines to combine with hers.

Previously, Julie had assumed I was 100% lesbian and banned me from her bed, 

which was why I was startled by her annoying behavior. 

Julie didn’t like me that way, and insisted I remain on the couch when I slept 

over, as if sleeping in her bed would do anything but obliterate my peace because she 

snored so loudly. She was absolutely convinced I might rape or seduce her or whatever 

expletives homophobic straight women on trust funds in New York City attending grad 

school uttered in the late eighties. Also, Julie had hosted Eudora Welty in her 

Manhattan apartment, and it would be sacrilegious, in her mind, to have an orgasm with 

me in the same space where Ms. Welty had made jokes about Southern bread and 

dispossessed janitors.

▼

“What are you doing, Isabel?”

It’s extremely difficult to stop kissing, particularly when the beer has driven 

your mind to scintillating levels.

“Julie, do you mind?” I ask her.
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“Mind what?”

“I am trying to make out with what’s his name,” I whisper, hoping she will find 

no subtle reasons to remain in the room.

But she persists, just as she prevails when I speak with other men or women who 

take time away from her.

She sits on the chair next to us; she, too, has had a few too many beers.

“Do you mind?” the tree surgeon asks.

“What?” she responds, as if, in her drunken euphoria, there are ceiling tiles 

falling.

“We’d like some privacy,” he says—my thoughts championing his.

“You guys have already shared a honeymoon—and we have school in the morning…”

“We….?”

“Ahhhh—c’mon Isabel, it’s 12 am and I must be going…”

“Julie—it’s 2 am…and…”

“Well, if we don’t go now, we won’t get a ride home.”

Julie gets my coat and throws it on top of us.

The tree surgeon releases me from his caress, and the mood is gone, like a wild 

oak that has been knocked over by the wind. 

■
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Objectification / Cindy Carlson

I.

Experience pain, the process, the machine

making art, the idea,  pretty or strong. I disappears 

into aesthetics, rigidity,  no explanation. 

Just shut up while I fuck you. Wrought, out, bound, 

as idea as idea. Different levels of communication 

in different ways, they all mean chair. Once you know 

about a work you own it. Many colored objects 

placed side by side form a row of many colored

objects. The decision of condition rests.  Three or two

minutes of 40 pounds of pressure, lines on a highway, in 

the center of a lawn, yours with a dimension of time.

If you look at her in a certain light she is 

so flat she doesn’t exist.

Invert 22 / Chrystal Berche
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II.

Crawl between the crank shaft and teeth of the machine 

a bloody pattern follows flowers follows flowers follows flowers

         pretty or:

ears   eyed   to ear   shadowed   cheeked out   mouth   lip sticked   unusable

Can you see her: 

longhairshortskirtultralowwaistedbigeyesredopenmouthtitsslitjuiceyhoopstohookherankles

longhairshortskirtultralowwaistedbigeyesredopenmouthtitsslitjuiceyhoopstohookherankles

longhairshortskirtultralowwaistedbigeyesredopenmouthtitsslitjuiceyhoopstohookherankles

longhairshortskirtultralowwaistedbigeyesredopenmouthtitsslitjuiceyhoopstohookherankles

longhairshortskirtultralowwaistedbigeyesredopenmouthtitsslitjuiceyhoopstohookherankles

If you look at her in a certain light she is so flat she doesn’t exist.
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Passenger / Michelle Watters

at the racetrack in your maroon Ford Probe
this was before you took out the passenger seat
to make room for your speakers

I wasn’t even a passenger to you
Just a girl who believed you when you said you loved me
Just a girl you fucked in a car to make yourself feel better
about losing your last few dollars

you yelled at me
for getting your cum on your seat
when I cried you turned up the music

black ice didn’t make excuses for you
It was winter when you crashed the car
you were driving too fast
we hit the ice did a 180 and flipped over

I smelled gasoline and crawled out a broken window
you checked on your speakers
and hoped the fire truck got there in time to get them out

Instead they made us go to the emergency room
you insisting we were fine the whole time
wanting to salvage your car stereo

I wasn’t fine.
I could’ve died in that car with you
a stupid boy
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Facing My Lies / Toni Faye

I stood in the shower shaking, the way you shake when you’ve forgotten to 

eat or had too much caffeine. I recollected my breakfast and counted my cup of 

coffee, just one, searching for an explanation. I hate showers. All of my 

armor sits in a crumpled heap on the bathroom floor and the naked truth has 

nothing to hide behind. It’s just me, stripped of all protection from the raw 

emotions and angry pelts of water.

I made the mistake of thinking it was just another morning, forgetting that 

the day before I sat across from a therapist struggling to make sense of a few 

cryptic sentences that translated into one immense secret. I made the mistake 

of believing I left with my secret back under lock and key, that it wasn’t 

quietly gathering strength, awaiting another opportunity to be heard. 

Pressing one hand flat against the cold tiled shower wall, as if the 

steadiness of it might spread through my bones, I had no choice but to accept 

I wasn’t in control. The trembling in my body was scary and demanding and I 

finally conceded that this thing I had kept in for so long was coming out, 

whether I liked it or not. So I made the brave, if desperate decision to 

listen to my secret. Standing in one of the most vulnerable places I know, I 

let myself feel. And remember. 

Hypnotized by the drops of water leaping off my chest, I let my thoughts 

rewind to the beginning. I knew that my secret had always been trying to speak 

out, and I had always been trying to silence it. My secret was headaches, my 

escape was pain pills. My secret was rage, my escape was isolation. My secret 

was fear, my escape was impulsivity. The highs and the lows, the inside outs. 

Who was I kidding? My secret had me under lock and key.
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Despite my unfailing friendships, empathetic therapists and plethora of 

journals, not once had I let myself play the tape all the way through. I 

talked over and under and around the events. I talked about the calamity my 

life was in the years that followed and the misfortune of the years that 

preceded. But I was convinced that that night, in and of itself, didn't 

matter. I had been raped, and it just didn't matter. And when it did matter, 

in those frightening moments when I knew undeniably how very much it mattered, 

I was too panicked to do anything but escape. 

I told myself I didn't remember. I told myself it wasn't rape. I told 

myself it was my fault so I had nothing to cry about. I told myself I was 

already damaged anyhow, I told myself nothing had changed. I told myself so 

many lies. I never told myself how much it hurt. I never told myself how much 

I was wronged. I never told myself that I was a victim and I needed help and I 

deserved to heal. I never told myself that I was worth more. In the shower, 

that morning, I began facing my lies. 

I managed washing and drying myself the same way you manage driving a car 

while in deep reverie. I was spellbound by my memories and the shaking 

stopped. Everything stopped but the flow of my thoughts and without escape I 

played the story of that night through my mind, unflinchingly. Somehow still 

remembering to breathe in, breathe out. 

Standing in my closet to dress, with the door closed tight behind me and 

familiar rows of clothing insulating me from the outside world, I held my arms 

up over my head in the same position they were held over my head that night. 

They felt numb and heavy and I thought I might start trembling again but I 

fought the weight and stretched them higher, looking up towards my hands, 

towards the face that would not look back at me that night, and I remembered. 
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Slowly bringing my arms down and digging my bent elbows hard into my sides, I 

formed two tight fists, tight enough to hold a person wanting free from my 

grasp, tight enough to hold me, the same way he held me down that night. And I 

cried. 

Forcing myself to move my muscles into those exact positions was like 

visiting the scene of a horrible accident, an accident that almost killed you. 

Or an accident that killed someone else, someone you loved, or someone you 

might have loved if given the chance. It shook me. But when it was over and I 

let my arms hang limp I felt like I accomplished something, like I faced 

something. I felt pride. Pride and exhaustion. I was done. I couldn't think 

about it anymore. I couldn't write about it or talk about it. It was still 

pretty much my secret but a little less so than it had been the day before. 

I read once that when you've kept a secret too long it's not even the 

secret that matters anymore, but the fact that you held onto it for so many 

years. I couldn't help but wonder what would happen if I let go of my secret. 

I was already living what would happen if I didn’t.

■
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TD31(2) / Chrystal Berche
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Peeling Sweet Potatoes / Laura Walton Allen

With my hand I test the heft of it,
this bulge of flesh barely tinted orange-rose, raw.
Its weight is in sweetness, a sugary mass
measured against my palm. In my other hand
I hold the paring knife, the old one 
from my mother's house and from her mother's 
before. I test it with one careful fingertip: 
its edge brought to this hot sharpness 
by wife after wife against her whetstone.
This is the original steel, the steel that stains (oh
yes it stains, again and again) but takes an edge
as sharp as a cry on a quiet night. It has no varnish
but oil and sweat. It slides under the silent skin
and beads of salty sugarwater well up behind it
along this root, still so straight and firm, a hardness
that will melt into the sweetest mouths, their smiling chins 
dripping with what we've given them. 
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Table Talk / Kate Falvey

Raking rice grains with vicious precision,
one grain per tine, and string beans sullen
in a slick, medicinal heap, she communes
with vitality, and is faint with snide comeuppance.

On the threshold of the bowl is a dusting 
of saffron, spices promising enchantment.
She accuses the soup of trickery and slaps
a mocking leek, a gaggle of chickpeas raucous on her spoon.

The fish talks back, its spine a film of reproach
and peppercorn. She hears the mud squelch
in ancient riverbeds while the dung of disconsolate
bovines occlude the mashed potatoes.

She asks the bell pepper why it taunts her so with its yellow
deliberateness. The color is too electric, off key 
and out of season. The blowsy curves abuse and mesmerize.
She is tired of being catechized by peas.

She scoops cream from the custard and shuts out
the din of barnyard and factory and the voices 
of all the gaping maws—infant beak and trap— 
that can’t be stilled, or filled with mother’s milk or reason.
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A Drowning Interrupted / Meeah Williams

The look on the doctor’s face when he entered the room with the folder of test results told 

Anne more than she ever wanted to know. His voice eventually blended into the flat blank hum of the 

air conditioning unit and she stopped hearing anything specific. The room was unnaturally cold. She 

has since never been able to bear the sound of an air conditioner. Too many voices speak through it 

all at once. She thinks of an air conditioning unit as the voice-box of the otherworld. Is that 

weird? Is that crazy? 

She left the hospital with a strange sensation of lightness, as if some previously unnoticed 

stone of unnatural density and weight had been removed from the center of her forehead. She had to 

look down to make sure because it felt as if her feet were not quite touching the ground. Perhaps 

they don’t; perhaps we only imagine them to be touching, because of convention. It was an 

unexpectedly pleasant feeling, this lightness, shockingly so, if she insisted on examining the 

matter closely and telling herself the truth, which she tried to avoid doing. Nothing seemed quite 

real—this tree, that mailbox, the people that walked towards you and away from you—nothing was real, 

and that was okay; really, it was even preferable. 

Eddie pulled up beside her in the car. He seemed to have arrived from out of thin air. 

Apparently, Anne had wandered off while he was using the men’s room back at the hospital. He’d been 

looking all over for her. He mentioned a time that meant nothing to her. A half-hour? 

“What the hell are you doing Anne,” he said, leaning towards the window from the other side of 

the car. She had no clear answer. She was as stumped as he was. She seemed not even to know what 

kind of expression she should be wearing, as if things like facial expression, that had once just 

happened, now had to be thought out one at a time. Her face felt strange, as if collaged.   

“Get in,” Eddie said. And then, slapping the steering wheel with the palm of his hand, “This I 

just do not fucking need.” 

▼
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Eighty-four days since the funeral and in not one of them had she been completely sober for 

more than two hours straight. This seemed odd, indeed, it was unprecedented, because previously Anne 

had never seen the point of alcohol. She hadn’t liked the taste of it, hadn’t liked the way it made 

you feel, as if you were drowning. She had nearly drowned once, in the surf off the Jersey shore, 

and it felt like being drunk, the same lethargy, the same thudding in the head. She was six, maybe 

seven, no one could remember exactly. Her grandmother pulled her out of the water. It was a family 

vacation at Cape May. She was playing with her pail and shovel by the breakers and a wave had pulled 

her under. It was only two or three feet of water at the most, but it had nearly drowned her. She 

remembered crying even though nothing hurt. She cried and cried, inconsolably, no matter what they 

offered, even a cotton candy. 

“You’re frightened, that’s all,” they said to her, kindly. “You’ll be okay.”

She kept on crying, hysterical. After a while it was as if they were only saying it to convince 

themselves. “She’s just had a scare. She’ll be fine,” her father said to her mother and vice-versa.

But that wasn’t it at all. She felt as if things weren’t real, that she had seen through 

things. They’d lied to her all along and they were still trying to lie to her but it was too late. 

She had glimpsed the truth; couldn’t they see that? 

“So this is what they mean.” She laughed, delighted, when she thought of the expression “drown 

your sorrows in alcohol.” She had heard this expression and similar ones many times, of course, but 

had never really understood it as a literal description, never understood it viscerally before until 

she’d started drinking. 

She recalled how, when she was pregnant with Callie, there was a period when she had worked 

herself into an irrational panic wondering why the baby didn’t drown in the amniotic fluid. Even 

when she looked it up and had it explained to her, it didn’t make any sense on some basic 

instinctual level. She woke up from nightmares where the baby was turning blue, drowning inside her. 

What was the apparatus that allowed a baby to breathe under water? When did we lose it? Or did we? 

Maybe we just forgot how.
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When Anne drank, when the alcohol at last took over, she felt like she was drowning. Somewhere 

she had read that drowning was generally considered to be one of the most pleasant—was pleasant the 

right word?—ways to kill yourself. It was even possible to experience a moment of euphoria before 

you slipped into unconsciousness. It had something to do with the effects of oxygen deprivation on 

the brain, and maybe hypothermia. Well, in any event. The hard part was overcoming the natural urge 

to hold one’s breath, especially at the last moment, panicking. The biggest hurdle was the 

instinctive fear we all seemed to have of opening our mouths and swallowing the entire ocean. 

▼

This is Eddie, looming over the couch in the living room, where Anne is half-sitting, 

half-reclining with a glass of gin and ice in her right hand. Again he appears out of nowhere. A 

second he was not standing there and now he is. Life is like that a lot nowadays, frames seem to be 

missing. It doesn’t bother Anne anymore. In fact, life seems better this way, as if she’s getting 

the condensed version, all the filler edited out, like those old Reader’s Digest volumes that would 

cut down an 800-page to something actually readable. 

“So you knew all along that I was having an affair,” Eddie said, looking at her with 

undisguised disgust, “but you bring it up only now?”

Anne shrugged, or thought she might have shrugged. How did he know she knew, what had she done 

or said, what did it matter? The ice tinkled musically in her glass. If she knew anything about 

music, she might start a symphony or a chorale or, well, whatever, one of those short pieces like 

Satie wrote, with that haunting tinkling opening as a prelude. 

“Did you think it would make me feel any guiltier, make me feel any worse, to wait until Callie 

died to throw it up in my face? As if she had anything to do with it?”

“I don’t think she had anything to do with it one way or another,” Anne said, with a great deal 

of effort.
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Words required almost physical labor to manipulate into position lately, even thinking them was 

like moving big unwieldy objects into position. The arrangement, though, was never quite to her 

satisfaction.

“Because it doesn’t,” Eddie said, going on as if he hadn’t heard what she said. “I was sleeping 

with Meg long before Callie got sick.”

“We don’t know how long she was sick,” Anne said, “only when we were aware that she was sick.”

It wasn’t what Anne meant to say to Eddie but it was what she was thinking about lately, what 

obsessed her, actually. When to date the beginning of their daughter’s death, at what point, 

specifically, did that one selfish cell begin dividing out of control, the initial tumor start 

growing? Was it the summer before in Montauk when Callie starved herself into that bikini and 

streaked her hair blonde to attract that boy at the next bungalow that she had a crush on? Was she 

already dying at the December dance recital when she performed in protest, so disappointed at not 

getting the lead role? Was she beyond the point of no return when Anne found the vial of crystal 

meth in Callie’s purse and they had that big blow-up that never quite got resolved? Why did it even 

matter? Anne didn’t know, but it did.

“Do you intend to drink yourself to death,” Eddie said, as if trying to provoke her, but 

provoke her to what? Anne shrugged, not in response to Eddie’s question, but her own. “Because it 

won’t work, Anne. I’m not going to feel guilty. This has nothing to do with Callie. This is about 

you and me.” 

She noticed for the first time the reek of Eddie’s cologne. It made her stomach flip. Suddenly 

she felt apocalyptically nauseous. 

“Go,” she managed to croak, her mouth filling with a sick saliva. “Just go.”

    

▼

You could say it was snowing, although the snow itself seemed to be having a hard time deciding 

what it was doing, sometimes flying back up into the black sky from which it had fallen. She stopped 
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halfway across the bridge to finally take Eddie’s call. Halfway across. She hadn’t meant it to be 

symbolic. Or maybe she did.

One-hundred-eighty-four days since the funeral and this was her fourth day of sobriety. She 

wanted to get herself over this bridge while she still had the chance. She thought briefly of 

jumping. How could one not, looking down. Far below her, the black water churned with foam. Where 

did that idea come from that people always come up three times before drowning? They sometimes call 

a body of water “the drink.” It looked like a frothy black Russian down there, a whole washing 

machine full. 

He kept asking what she meant by this latest lunacy of hers and similar variations of the same 

question. What he meant by “this” was her leaving. She had left a note, or tried to leave a note. It 

wasn’t much of an explanation, she’d be the first to admit. A few staggering lines that hardly made 

sense to her upon re-reading, but she had crossed out so many before that she despaired of making 

her sense any clearer. How did you sum up your reasons for ending a seventeen-year-marriage? It was 

a job for a novelist, not a woman shaking from alcohol withdrawal writing with a plastic pen she got 

free at the bank on a blank page torn from the xyz section of her address book.

“I thought we were going to take a wait-and-see position. Give things a rest. See if there was 

anything to salvage?” 

What he meant was that he wanted to tread water for a bit, to see which way the current was 

running, if he had the strength to swim away from her and into a new life or whether it was better 

to paddle back to the safety of a wretchedly familiar shore. He wasn’t sure yet about the 

girlfriend, that’s what Anne concluded. He would leave her or resign himself to stay eventually. 

Anne would have to resign herself to wait.

Now she was forcing the issue, something he hadn’t planned on her doing and he resented it. He 

felt cheated. What he wanted to know was what she intended to do about the house, the cars, the bank 

accounts. Was she going to fight him on everything every step of the way or could they come to some 

reasonable settlement they both could live with?

“I’m sure all that will sort itself out in due time,” she said.
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“You keep saying that, Anne. What exactly the fuck is that supposed to mean?”

How could she answer that? Didn’t he realize that meaning had gone out of the world? Maybe he 

did. Maybe that’s why he was so scared. He just didn’t want to admit it. And he was scared. She 

could hear it in his voice. Scared that she might use his affair against him and take him for 

everything.

“You abandoned the marital home,” he said, talking like the lawyer he’d no doubt already 

consulted. “With this act, leaving like this, it was you, let me state that right now for the 

record.” 

“Record,” Anne repeated, vaguely astonished. “What record?”

“For the record,” Eddie went on doggedly. Was he talking, perhaps, into a tape recorder? “It 

was you who left me. I consider this abandonment.” 

Anne threw the phone over the rail of the bridge. She watched it spin around and around until 

it hit the choppy water. She thought she could still hear Eddie talking all the way down.

▼

She was the woman with the blue notebook who came in every day after the lunch crowd had left. 

She sat in the corner at a table for two, her back against the wall, under a lighthouse painting 

studded with real glued-on scallop shells. She ordered the blueberry short stack and a cup of black 

coffee, said “yes please” to two refills when the waiter offered, but very little else. She always 

left a fifty percent tip.

She had a room in one of the Victorian B&B’s two blocks from the ocean, rented by the month, at 

a special rate, this being the off-season. She never took breakfast with whatever guests might be in 

residence. She left the inn early and took long walks along the beach instead, even in the worst 

weather.

At the diner, she sat with the small blue notebook open by her plate. She uncapped her pen and 

stared out the window and occasionally took a sip of her coffee. She used her non-writing hand to 
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lift the cup to her mouth. The fork, too. She never used the syrup or butter. She never ate more 

than half the stack.

Only very seldom did it seem that she would actually write anything in the notebook. When she 

did, she would write quickly, urgently, in short staccato bursts of inspiration, as if afraid 

whatever thought had prompted her might be lost if not captured instantly. Then she would lift her 

pen from the paper and gaze out the window as if trying to figure out how to go on until it was 

clear that she could not. 

She could never have written more than a word or two, a line, maybe, a phrase at the very most. 

This she would stare at for a time, re-reading, then frown, and invariably strike through. She had 

worked halfway through the blue notebook; it was filled with marks like this.

She was the kind of figure that invited speculation but not inquiry. The waiter who ordinarily 

served her lunch found her intriguing. He concocted in his fantasies a woman of mystery. She would 

have laughed had she known. As it was, she had her suspicions, but she did not laugh. He was a big, 

pale, blonde outwardly bluff young man, but essentially shy. His mild overtures were easily and 

politely turned aside.

She had no idea how long she would stay in Cape May. Maybe until the end of the season, maybe 

she’d leave before. For now she had no plans beyond right now. She sat there sipping coffee, her pen 

poised in her writing hand, waiting, waiting for what she didn’t know, but she had faith that she’d 

know it when it came. She didn’t think she could ever commit suicide; it would be the note that 

would stop her. She had faith—but in what, exactly? What was there left to have faith in, for god’s 

sake? That somehow things would sort themselves out. 

■
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Lesson (2) / Nicole Rollender

To keep you safe, I laid your gleaming soul
in an icebox, the umbra of blue air and scent of cinnamon

a comfort as your eyes chill in their crepuscular sockets,
a glimpse of field stitched with asters and the hum of floating bees

at the locus of what is you, now: I remember your speaking. The timbre
of words, lighthouse, cedar, lambent water – and how all crying becomes luminous

and beautiful – rattling around in a jar of nails. Field moving against the sun,
its ring of fire arcing and etched in time. This is how you remain.

A bird’s lumpy embryo suspended in glass, its frangible skin stippled
with tiny quills. Never to emerge as blue-black feathers one morning

or to fly over this white church steeple, the lazily waving sycamores, 
a ragged fence and this lost sheep on the edge of the field. Hearing you say

my name in dream is a ruthless consolation. Wings on window, fingers on cheek,
an allusive murmur before waking. Drink. I placed my faith in what I can remember, 

but it fades like childhood scars. Well, we’ve visited vineyard and orchard, 
passed tart grapes and dusty apples between hands, and watched the light bless 

everything and nothing. Your body is burning as the sky tears open 
with rain. Your blood is lost in all the thunder. A sycamore sunders, its roots 

suddenly seeing sky: Go now. Go now.
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 Freedom Fire / Chrystal Berche
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In anticipation of Canada's 150th anniversary in 2017, the Canadian Heritage Department recently 
conducted a survey of 12,000 Canadians, asking the question, "Which Canadians have inspired you the 
most over the last 150 years?" The results of the survey were released by CBC on June 15, 2014 and, 
depressingly, the list of "Top Canadian Heroes" is exactly that: a list dominated by men, and 
predominantly white men at that. Jack Layton, Terry Fox, Pierre Trudeau, Wayne Gretzky - heck, even 
Sir John A. made the list, but there is not a "heroine" in sight.

The absence of women, indigenous people, and Canadians of colour did not go unnoticed. Kim Wheeler 
organized a social media call-out for indigenous Canadian heroes and has posted her collectively 
compiled top ten list on CBC Aboriginal. More broadly, CBCNews.ca readers responded to the all-male 
list with a range of alternative suggestions on Twitter, noting the blatant absence of diversity in 
the list. The comment section in reply to these reader tweets is disturbing, however. John2013, for 
one, opines that, "The political correctness and 'social justice' bulls**t has reached a ridiculous 
extreme in our society. Maybe we should require that every list compiled in Canada must contain at 
least one black person, on asian person, one hispanic person, one aboriginal person, at least 50% 
women . . . We can't offend anyone so let's make a nice diverse list that will make everybody feel 
good, right?"

Thank you, John2013. Now that we're all clear that you're a misogynist racist who hasn't quite 
pinned down the meaning of "social justice," perhaps we can compile such a diverse list. What a 
refreshing perspective it would offer!

S/tick  therefore  invites  suggestions  for  a  "List  of  Awesome  Canadians,  Which  Includes  Women" 
(LACWIW: Lac-woo), asking the question, "What Canadians, past and present, help inspire you in 
leading a life of purpose and meaning?" Tweet your suggestions to #stickmag. AS

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/top-10-canadian-heroes-list-includes-pierre-trudeau-jack-layton-1.2676398
http://www.cbc.ca/newsblogs/yourcommunity/2014/06/readers-nominate-canadianheroes-following-storys-all-male-list.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/aboriginal/top-10-indigenous-heroes-includes-elijah-harper-alanis-obomsawin-1.2678637
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Julie Jordan Avritt is a queer femme freelance and creative writer who is certain invisibility is the least of her 
worries. She is a cisgender ladyperson who loves regardless of gender or genitals, which is not especially 
groundbreaking, but as a Southern writer, the angsty amalgam of sex, gender, privilege, orientation, love, and lust all 
shape her thinking, her activism, and the pen through which her ink flows. Her work can be found in Visible: A 
Femmethology Volume Two, Gravel, and in two volumes of S/tick. 

Chrystal Berche is a writer, martial artist, photographer and digital artist living in North Central Iowa. She spends 
her days in the woods taking pictures or sitting in the shade writing stories and poems. In her work she strives to 
depict women with strength and beauty. From a young age she refused to be pushed into gender specific roles and other 
people’s ideas of what a female’s place and occupation should be. Being told she could not or should not do something 
simply because she is a woman has only inspired her to not only do it, but do it better. 

Cindy Carlson, a poet who's fashioned her life around creativity, either by writing, singing in her band Linda, or 
concocting fancy drinks in her kitchen, lives in Madison, WI. Her poetry is often inspired by visual abstract and 
minimalist art work: Eva Hesse, Anne Truitt, Tara Donovan, and Chiho Aoshima, to name a few. She is also inspired by 
women writers: Anne Carson and Gertrude Stein come quickly to mind. Though women have made great gains toward equality, 
the objectification and sexualization of women runs so deep in our culture that we, women included, can barely 
acknowledge it—-so, she writes. 

Kate Falvey, editor at 2 Bridges Review, centers her work on the lives of girls and women--the pathos, suffering, 
surprises, renegade bits of wisdom, awkward attempts to find solace in humdrum or violence-streaked lives. She is a 
silence activist in a noisy, frenetic world. Deliberate attentiveness and inner-listening provide access to creative 
vitality--and guard against the blare that makes it tough to hear the whimpers of our own fragility. Her poetry and 
fiction, which include two chapbooks (Dancing Girl Press, Green Fuse Poetic Arts) and a forthcoming full-length 
collection, The Language of Little Girls, attempt to show the dearness in our struggles for purpose and dignity.

Toni Faye's views on feminism come from a place of experience, not theory. She knows firsthand that not everyone is born 
with equal opportunities, and breaking through the barriers of poverty and patriarchy, and healing the inherent trauma, 
is a lifelong battle that she began fighting on the pages of her journal. Toni Faye grew up in Detroit, Michigan. 

C.J. Harrington is a writer, poet, and artist. Her creative work has most recently appeared in Blast Furnace, Metazen, 
Vine Leaves Literary Journal, Gone Lawn, and other fine journals. Much of her creative work emphasizes drawing meaning 
through juxtaposition of disparate elements. Frequent themes include empowerment, truth telling, and domestic violence.

Eleanor Levine became a feminist when her brothers said they may not all be equal; feminism has since been a definitive 
part of her writings, which are often satirical and political. Her poetry/fiction/nonfiction has appeared in The Toronto 
Quarterly, Fiction, The Evergreen Review, The Denver Quarterly, Midway Journal, Pank, Hobart, Connotations Press, 
Gertrude, Knee Jerk Magazine, Monkeybicycle, BlazeVOX and other journals; it is forthcoming in Artemis Journal, The Dos 
Passos Review and Barely South Review. Eleanor received an MFA in Creative Writing from Hollins University in Roanoke, 
Virginia. She is currently a copy editor living in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Kathryn Lipari is a writer emerging from motherhood, in Portland, Oregon. When not working on her novel, Please, she can 
be found running one of Portland’s forest trails, or hectoring her three imaginative children. She is a member of Full 
Frontal Writing Collective and smallSalon.com. The themes of feminism and gender are deeply rooted in all her writing, 
as she explores the way women often turn misogyny and objectification against their own selves.
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As a musician in the 80s and 90s, Angel Propps saw male-dominated music scenes being overtaken by women whose songs and 
personal style as well as body types ripped apart the societal expectations for women in music at the time. Nothing was 
off-limits for us, not gender or sex or politics. If we could play a 3 chord progression to it, it was a song. Angel's 
writing was forged within those years.

Nicole Rollender is the author of a poetry chapbook, Arrangement of Desire, and is working on her second collection, 
Necessary Work. Her current poetry project plays witness to the unavoidable work of a woman’s body: the acts of being 
born, laboring to give birth to another, and then finally, dying, and the whole complicated journey that lies between. 
The project also celebrates the cycle of destruction (or deconstruction) and creation. Often, destruction precedes 
creation--it’s inseparable from the creative act, as Rainer Maria Rilke writes in Letters to a Young Poet: “Everything 
is gestation and then birthing.”

Laura Walton Allen is a writer, artist, and instructor recently moved to Seattle. Her poetry has appeared in journals 
such as Cider Press Review, Bathtub Gin, and Glitterpony; she have new speculative work forthcoming in Strange Horizons 
as well. As a daughter adopted into a clan of strong (and often obstinate and eccentric) women, Laura's creative work is 
often focused on themes of gender, femininity, and power. Over the years she's also been heavily involved in women's 
activism, such as leading VDay activities and oragnizing Planned Parenthood support. 

Michelle Watters lives in Shelburne, VT with her husband and daughter. She is currently working on writing her memoir in 
poetry. Michelle feels that the act of writing her traumatic memories into poems is transformative. She hopes her work 
will help shed light on the toxic effects of child abuse and how the impact can last well into adulthood. 

Meeah Williams is a writer and graphic artist from Brooklyn, NY. Her inspiration comes from the ongoing project of 
liberating herself from the definitions imposed on us from birth by the coercive forces of family and society, speaking 
from the authenticity of her undiscovered self, and encouraging others to do so. “The idea,” she writes, “that we are 
each unique pieces in the unfinished puzzle of the universe is the only satisfying balm I’ve found for the suffering of 
life, the inevitability of death.”

This issue of S/tick edited by Managing Editor Sarah-Jean Krahn.


